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they have all mislead you

i am simply here to remind you

do not invest your time in meaningless outer games

first see what you are carrying…the truth of your inner being

it can only be realised when you are open…silent and innocent

question    is enlightenment something that a person can know for sure ? 

have you felt any doubts in your own enlightenment ?

ha ha ha ha

for sure i have a body

you can hit it and i feel it

that is for certain

i have a heart

you can open my body

and see the heart is present

that is certain

what i am trying to convey to you is

that the world of matter is certain

matter…mind…emotion

slowly slowly you go through subtler and subtler levels

you go to dream

you go deeper in dream into dreamless sleep…

you dive into the black hole…the unknowable…

the mind always doubts

because the mind only knows the mind and its content

this mind does not even know its emotions

the heart knows its emotions

the mind doubts the heart

the heart doubts the being

you do not need anybody

just a deep realisation…

an utter inner contentment…

and from that content state

whatsoever you will do in the outer journey

will become beautiful…graceful…

your life will have an inner ease and a quality of love

yes…you need to live the world

but live the world with the inner understanding

that you are not the world

first attain to yourself

master your inner stillness and your hidden potential

invest time in understanding what you are carrying

and now is the time because you have life within you

now is the time to dive in

it is a very simple easy process

i welcome you all

these next few days

whatsoever i have…i will share with you

the greatest treasure will be what i do not know…

the silent love…

my innocence…

and whatsoever i can offer you 

from that innocent state

it is not a very big message

it is reducing knowledge

reducing what you know  

slowly slowly…coming back home

diving into your inner mystery

whatsoever the world has taught you

that you are this…and you are that…

and these are your goals…and these are your dreams…
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